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Vino dei Fratelli translates to "Wine of the Brothers" features a new label that was inspired by the image on an ancient Romain coin of the
famous brothers Castor and Pollux who, together, symbolize the ideal of brotherly love. The updated packaging features a dramatic battle
scene from an 1879 engraving by John Reinhard Weguelin. It depicts a Roman legend in which Castor and Pollux are transformed into two
young knights who battled so bravely together that they spurred on the army of the Kingdom of Rome to a legendary victory at the Battle of
Lake Regillus in the early 5th Century B.C. The new labels make a strong statement between brothers and the power of family. Each of the
wines under this brand has been made in proud partnership with a family owned Italian winery that represents top quality of their respective
region.
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Pinot Grigio
The history of the current Mosolo family begins in the early 1930’s when grandfather Angelo started an entrepreneurial activity of production and sale of bulk
wines destined for the local market. At the beginning of the 1970’s, with the entry of his son Gleni on the scene, the company marked an important commercial
turning point, starting the bottling of wines and acquiring new land in the Colli Orientali del Friuli area. At first the bottled wines of Mosolo Gleni conquer the
national market, then thanks also to the arrival in the company of his son Michele who after completing his studies, decides to help his father in the wine
business, they also make themselves known abroad. Taking advantage of the progress made in the field of viticulture and oenological technology wisely, the
Mosolo Gleni Company has revised the entire production structure from the vineyards to the cellars, investing considerable economic resources in the
qualitative strengthening of production to meet the demands of the global market.

Chianti | Montepulciano
Caviro was founded in 1966 in Faenza, in the heart of Emilia-Romagna – a land with a rich identity and high wine vocation – to enhance the member’s grapes.
Today, 50 years after the first contributions of grapes, the group exports to over 80 countries and represents the largest winery in Italy and is the number one
company for wine produced in Italy. Thanks to Caviro, they represent and foster a community of families with a beautiful and meaningful history for the
Italian people and their land.

Moscato Rosa | Casa Rossa
Bosio vineyards, now in it’s 3rd generation, was established in 1967 by farmers Egidio and Angela. Their son, Valter Bosio married Rosella and along with their
son Luca, a graduate winemaker, work tirelessly to keep up the family tradition. Luca has brought a wave of freshness and novelty both in technical and
commercial areas. He has brought innovative and progressive ideas and is carrying on the family tradition of making superior wines. The winery is located in
the center of the Langhe region of Piedmont and has 100 acres of vineyards.

Prosecco
The Serena’s roots can be found in Venice dating back to 1390 but it was actually 1881 that they began making great wine with passion, perserverance and
pride. The two following generations brilliantly realized that innovation and passionate research would preserve and carry their wines into the future. In the
mid 70's, Adolfo Serena's two sons, Giorgio and Luca, became part of the family business and are now managing it.


